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Abstract. Soliton valves have been proposed as molecular switching elements. A mathematical 
model of the logic aspects of soliton switching, called soliton automaton, was introduced by 
Dassow and Jiirgensen. They analysed the simulation power of strongly deterministic soliton 
automata with respect to transition semigroups. Here, a more detailed analysis in terms of 
homomorphic and isomorphic representations with respect to various automaton products is given. 
. Introduction 
There are various speculations about the direction of the development of future 
computer architecture. In [3,4] a mathematical model was provided, and several 
mathematical results were proved which could be used to determine the computa- 
tional power of one type of a proposed switching evice, the “solt,ton valve” (see [l]>* 
Research in bioelectronics has proposed several chemical structures as basic 
building blocks for futuie computers. For a survey see [I] and the proceedings 
volume [2]. Among these, “soliton valves” seem to be very interesting candidates. 
Their switching behaviour is based on the effects of a soliton wave travelling along 
a molecule chain. The main example discussed in the literature works with polvarety- 
lene chains as shown in Fig. 1. Ignoring the physico-chemica! details, the effect of 
Fig. 1. (CH)-shain. 
* This work was supported by Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Grant 
AG243. 
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iton wave propagating along such a chai 
bonds. In terms of switching logic t 
In this paper we are onb interest 
tne physico-chemical background see [6]. We adopt t 
d “soliton autom 
itions of [3] and [4] 
hs as a mathemati- 
automata form a 
It seems to be uestion to determine the computa- 
y the transition monoids 
nsition monoids of 
strongly deterministic soliro ducts of primitive groups 
c group is the transition 
monoid of some sta ton automaton. On the other hand, not 
every transition mon of a strongly deterministic soliton automaton-considered 
as a permutation group rather than an abstract group-is a symmetric group. 
However 3 it is an open question, whether the transion monoid is isomorphic or not 
isomorphic with a symmetric group in such cases. T us, as is mentioned in 133 and 
[4], if the transition monoid is used as a yardstick -fo omputational power, strongly 
deterministic soliton automata are insufficient to simulate all finite automata. As all 
“small” strongly deterministic soliton automata give rise to the respective symmetric 
groups only, the simulation of arbitrary “small” group automata with respect to 
transition monoids may be achievable only at forbidding costs. The smallest transi- 
tion monoid of a strongly deterministic sol&on automaton, which is not a symmetri- 
group, has at least 9! and no more than 12!/2 elements! The implications of these 
complexity considerations are not pet fully understood. 
in this paper we follow a different approach to analyse the computational power 
of soliton automata. Instead of simulation with respect to transition monoids we 
study actual automaton simulation. A typical question addressed is the following: 
given a class % of strongly deterministic soliton automata, which automata can be 
represented homomorphically or isomorphically by products of automata in (e. 
The products to be considered in the subsequent chapters are as follows: 
Qo-products, that is, products without feed-back; i-products for i 2 1, that is, 
products with feed-back loops whose length is boun d by i; general products, that 
is, products with arbitrary feed-back loops [ 101. In Section 4, we show that all 
commutative permutation automata can be r sented homomorphically by CY~)- 
products of strongly deterministic soliton aut ata. Clearly, however, not every 
automaton can be represented in this way. On e other hand, a,-proc’ucts already 
suffice to represent all automata homomorphic;n _ ; this is shown in Section 5. Then, 
in Section 6 we prove a characterization of homomorphically complete c!a=ec nf 
strongly deterministic soliton automata with resp t to ai-products, i 2 2, and general 
products. Finally, in Section 7, we show that o class of strongly deterministic 
ata is isomorphically co ete with respect to any cu,-product. A few 
Of the remaining sections, Section 2 reviews basic notions and not5 - 7. % 
articular, the required definitions from automaton theory are provrdeo. The 
ecessary definitions concerning soliton automata are given in Section 3. 
ditional details, the references [lo, 11, 1,33 should be consulted. 
In this section we review several basic notions, mainly in order to establish our 
notation. For further details, the references should be consulted. In particular, [IO] 
is wr standard reference for automaton decompositions. 
Tfre symbol N denotes the set of all non-negative integers. An aCflhah~l is a finite, 
non-empty set. Let X be an alphabet. Then X* denotes the set of words over X 
including the empty word e, and X ’ = X*\{F). For a word WE X*, IHV~ denotes the 
hngth of VV. 
An automaton is a triple ,ti = (A, X, 8) with A a non-empty set, the set of slates, 
X an alphabet, the input alphabet, and with S : A x X -+ A the transition.function. As 
usual, S is extended to a function of A x X* into A by requiring 
a 
&a, w) = 
if M* = P, 
S(S(a, u),x) if W= vx with XE X, DE X*. 
Occasionally we also need to consider a non-dererministic automaton. In this case, 
the transitions are defined by a mapping 6 of A x X into 2” instead of into A. 
Let & = (A, X, S) be an automaton. It is a permutation automaton if S( a, x) f 
S( b, x) for all a, 6 E A with a # b and for all s E X. The automaton & is commutafive 
if S(a, xy) = S( a, yx) for all a E A and all x, J-Z X. It is a courltcr if IX!= 1, say 
X = {x}, and A = (1,. . . , n) for some n E , n 3 1, such that 
S(i,x)=i+l (modn). 
Finally, d is called a reset automaton if for some x E X, one of the following two 
conditions obtains: 
S(a,x)=a for all ae A; or 
there is a state a,. E A such that 6( a, x) = a,. for all a E A. 
A reset automaton is full if, in addition to the above, it satisfies the following wo 
conditions: 
there is an XE X with S(a, x) = a for all a E A; and 
for every a E there is a symbol x, E X such that S( 6, x,,) = a for all b E 
Reset automata and counters are standard building blocks for arbitrary automat 
For kE , kH,and i=1,2 ,..., k let ,aQ, = (A,, Xi, S;) be an automat 
kra -n alnhahet anA m hP a mapping, “b Sal, LL.Y‘.UUkC Ua‘U y “I 
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ata 5&,. . . , slk is define s follows: 
A=A,x=-xA,, 
WQ ~,.-.,Qk),x)=(Sl(Q,,x,),.. .,8(Qk,Xk)) 
where 
(Q,, . . ..Q~)EA. XEX, 
and 
(Xl, l - - , 3) = <Bb, 9. - - , Q/,, X)- 
The mapping cp is called the feed-back 
we write 
e product. To simplify notation 
da, xl = (CpAa, xl,. . l 3 
where u E A and x E X. The product is called an q-product if for t = 1, - . . 9 k, each 
q, is independent of its jth component whenever j 2 t + i. Figure 2 illustrates the 
general product of automata. 
Fig. 2. The general product of automata. 
er we consider only the general product and q-products. Let p denote 
r “general”) and a,. If Yf i;g any class of automata, then HSP,(YZ3 
denotes the closure of 3% under P-products, subautomata, and homomorphic images. 
Simi ,(Yt) is the closure of Yi! under /3-products, subautomata, and 
isom Let also y ?C a eta~ of automata. The class Yl is said to be 
~0rnorno~p~~~Q~~~ complete for Y with respect to p- ucts if YE 
said to be homomorphically te with respect to P-products if 
orphically complete if it is so with respect to the 
alogous fashion using 
Our formal mo el of soliton automata is based on graph theore 
graph is a pair G = (N, E ) with N a set e set of nodes, and with 
set of edges. In this paper we consider 
therefore, in the sequel 
non-empty, and that E-’ 
(n, n’) E E. However, if ( n, n’) E E then both (n, CI’) and (a’, n ) 
edge of G. Observe that wit 
connected by at most on 
if 
I 0 w( TV, n’) = for (fl, n’) w(n’, n)-=-0 for (n, n’)E E. 
A triple G = (IV, E, w) with (WI, E) a graph and w a weight function on ( ) is 
called a weighted graph. Clearly, more general types of weight functions could be 
considered; however, for this paper the notion as introduced is gene 
For a node II E N the set V( II) = {n’l (n, n’) E E} is the vicinity (ne 
of n, the integer d(n) = 1 V( n)I is its degree, an 
w(n)= C wh n’) 
t1’. C’lt1) 
is its weight. A node 12 is said to be isolated if d(n) = 0, exterior if d(n) = 1, and 
interior if d(n) > 1. 
The following definition abstracts from the physico-chemical details of the 
examples of ‘“soliton valves” built from polyacetylene chains as proposed in [l j. A 
more general definition is conceivable, but would almost certainly lead too far away 
from chemical and physical facts as currently avai!able. 
efinit . A soliton graph is a weighted graph G = (N, E, w) which satisses t 
following conditions: 
(a) G h:~s no loops; that is (n, n) g E for all n E N; 
(b) every component (that is, maximal connected subgraph) of G has at kast 
one exterior node; 
(c) for every n E Iv one h;as 
(d) if n is an exterior 
(e) for every n E 
A soliton graph G = ( N, E, w) models t 
interior node n represents a C ato 
is 3 or 2, respectively. 
with alternating double an 
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and which begins and ends with an z-folo ~)ond. As the length of such chains does 
not affect the logic of the model we usually draw them as lengt 
chemical reasons may require diff .erent lengths for actual realizations. Finally, 
exterior nodes represent he connection to surroun structures. Certain proposals 
as to their chemical realization can be found in [ igure 3 shows an example of 
a soliton graph and a possible chemical interpretation. he weights of edges are 
indicated by single and double lines. 
A simple &ase of a “conjugated system” in a soliton graph would be a 
no, n l,***, nh such that Iw(ni, n,,,)-w(n,+,, n,,,)l= 11 for i=O, 1,. .., k-2. That 
is, such a path would have alternating single and double bonds in the chemical 
interpretation. A sotiton propagating along such a path will exchange single and 
double bonds. In our model this corresponds to exchanging weights 1 and 2. 
However, this is too simple for a correct definition of a model of soliton 
propagaticn. Figure 4 shows an example adopted from [l] in which edges would 
be traversed more than once on a path. Thus using statically conjugated systems as 
the basis for a definition of the switching behaviour that models sohton movement, 
would be inadequate. The following more corn licated definition is required. 
Definition 3.2. Let C = (IV, E, w) be a soliton graph. A path no, n,, . . . , nk of G is 
called a partial soliton path if the following conditions hold: 
(a) fro is an exterior node; 
(b) n,,+,..., nL_, are interior nodes; 
e 
Fig. 3. A soliton graph with one of its interpretations. 
Fig. 4. A soliton graph with an edge traversed several times EU. 
H 
ProducVs c!f soliton automata 
(cj there is a sequence Go, G,, . . . , G1, of weighted graphs 6, = ( N, 
can be constructed as follows: 
(cl) Go= G; 
(~2) for i’=OJ ,..., k-2 the graph Gi+, = (IV, E, wi+ !) is defined if and only if 
6, is defined and /wi(n;, ni+ ,) - tili(tri+r , 11,+2)1= 1. I 
[ w, t n, n ’ ) if (4 n’) f h,, n,+J, 
U’ ,+,bv’)= 
1 3 - wh, PI,+ A if (n, n’) = (EI,, n,, ,) 
for all n, 11% IV. 
(~3) GA is defined if and only if GL , is defined. ln this case, 
uj (n, I?‘) = 
~*A4 n’) if (ra, n’)# (Us_,, n& 
3-wL ,(nl, ,, nk) if (TV, n’)=(rt, ,, nL) 
for all n, n’E IV. 
Such a partial soliton path is called a (total) soliton pat!] if nk is an exterior 
The example in Fig. 5 illustrates the definition of a soliton path. G,, is the initial 
graph. We then consider the path ~_XJJZX~V~ resulting in the sequence G,, . . . , G, of 
graphs. In each of them the “position of the soiiton” is indicated by an arrow. Note 
that the intermediate graphs G,, . . . , Gs are not necessarily soliton graphs. For the 
interpretation, again one has to keep in mind that single edges in the graph may 
well represent more complex structures- like long chains, for instance; this would 
have an effect on the timing of such a system. 
Given a soliton graph G = ( IV, E, ~7) and a pair of exterior nodes n, n’ E N. let 
S(G, n, n’) be the set of weighted graphs 6’ which can be obtained as G’ = GA for 
some soliton path n = n,,, . . . , rt, = 11’. We say that G’ is ge~it?la& b_v a transition 
from G if G’E S( G, n, n’) for some exterior nodes n, n’c N. The following lemmas 
state that our definitions so far make sense 
Fig. 5. Example of a sol&on path and die corresponding sequence of gra 
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emma 3.3 (Dassow and Jiirgensen 131). Ler G be a solitorl grapes, and let G’E 
S( G, n, n’) for some exterior nodes of G. 7’hen G’ is 
(Dassow and Jiirgensen [3]). Let h. If&;’ is obtained 
m G by a transition, then G is abo obtained 
For a set of so iton graphs 2 consider the sequence %& = aie, x1, X2, . . . wher 
for i=O, 1,2,... the set %‘+l is the union of Xl wit e set of those soliton grap 
that can be obtained by a transition from a graph in Z’. The particular case of 
interest in this paper is that of %‘= (G). In this case let 
S(G)=(S Z,. 
I=0 
Obviously, as G is finite, S(G) is also finite and, in fact, can be obtained in finitely 
many computational steps. 
Lemma 3.5 (Dassow and Jiirgensen [S]). Let G be a soliton graph, and let G’E S(G). 
Thet? S(G’) = S(G). 
efinitioa 3.6. Let G be a soliton graph with X its set of exterior nodes. The s&on 
automaton based on G is defined as the non-deterministic automaton 
d(G)=(S(Gj, XxX, S) 
subject to the following conditions: 
(a) S( G j is the of states; 
X x X is the input alphabet; 
(c) ~:S(G)XXXX+~~@’ is the transition function with 
a(G’, n, n’) = 
S( G’, n, n’) if S( G’, n, n’) # (b, 
IG,I 
otherwise 
for G’E S(G) an 
Usually, a soliton automaton will have several equivalent input symbols, that is, 
input symbols which cause exactly the sam ns. For instance, the 
symbols (n, n’) and (n’, n) for n, nk IV are alwa_vs equivalent. In the sequel, such 
equivalent inputs will not be mentioned explicitly. 
Note that the empty path is never considered a ;c;liton ath. Hence, if n is an 
S( G, n, n) resuhi soliton paths starting an 
s from n to itself. 
y transition. 
Products of solitor; automata 
Consider the graph 6 in Fig. 4(a). One obtains the transition 
in Fig. 6(b). The resulting automaton .ti has the following transition funct 
14-I bc 
(1,l) a c b 
(1,2) b,c a a 
e automaton s14 is non-dete inistic in the usual sense of 
it so exhibits a slightly differe kind of non-determinism. 
symbol, different paths can be used which, nevertheless, result in the same stat 
transition. This distinction is made precise in the following definition. 
eiinition 3.8. Let G be a soliton graph. G is called Betermr’nistic if IS{ 
for all G’E S(G) and all exterior nodes n, n’ E N. It is called strongly ckterministic 
if for every G’EI S(G) and for every pair of exterior nodes n, n’ E N there is at most 
one soliton path from II to n’ in G’. 
Observe that the soliton automaton &(G) based on a soliton graph G is deter- 
ministic in ;he usual automaton theoretic sense if and only if G is deterministic. 
By slight abuse of definitions, the soliton automaton ca4( 6) is called strongly 
deterministic if G is strongly deterministic. 
Obviously the connected components of a soliton graph act as “independent 
units” in the corresponding soliton automaton. However, connectedness is 
insufficient as a property to guarantee that the resulting automaton be without such 
“independent subunits”. Indeed, such “independent subunits” exist whenever a 
connected soliton graph G contains subgraphs G, and G-, which are not joined by 
any soliton path. 
(1 *I) 
via 137865431 
-+ck 
-tw 
c - 
4 
VP1) 
via 134568731 
Fig. 6. 
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Definition 3.9. Let G = (N, E, w j be a soliton graph. An edge (n, n’) E E is said to 
be impervious if it is not contained in any pa&! soliton path of G. 
called impervious if each of its edges is impervious. 
In Fig. 7(a) we show two examples of soliton grap s; in either the path f 
impervious. An impervious path can always be extended, if necessary, to en 
begin with nodes of degree 3. A path J-I,), n,, . . . 9 nl, is a basic impervious path if 
&(a(,) = d(l9& =3 and d(rr, j = 0 l l =d(nk_,)=2. T e nexi lemma shows that basic 
impervknrs paths can be omitted from a soliton graph without affecting its behaviour 
as an automaton. 
---- 
b 
l - 
Fig. 7. (a) Soliton graphs with impervious paths. 40) A chestnut. 
Lemma 3.10. Let G = (N, E, w) be a deterministk soliton graph containing a basic 
imperz/ious path n,,, . . . , nk. Let 
N’= N\{n,,. . ., nk_,}, 
E’= E\I(nO, n,), (n,, nA.. . , h-, , 0, 
let M?’ be the restriction of w to E’. Then G’ = ( N’, E I, IV’) is a soliton graph 
satisfying S?(G) = d( G’). 
of. The statement results from the proof in [3, Lemma 4.41. q 
Let G be a soliton graph. Using the resslrlt of the lemma on its connected 
components iteratively, one obtains a reduced soliton graph H with the same set X 
of exterior nodes such that the conr;cckj components , , . . . , H,. of I-6 themselves 
ntain no basic impervious paths. Ind H is uniquely determined by G. The 
r of is caBife e soliton decomposition of 6. A soliton 
inde~om~osable if it is co tains no impervious edges. 
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An indecomposable soliton graph which coGsts of a single cycle of even iengt 
and some paths leading into it, as shown, is called a chestnut (Fig. 7(b)). 
condition on the way in which the paths enter the cycle is the followi 
points tir’ diZerent paths entering the cycle hav an even distance; paths leading tQ 
the cycle may meet only at even distances fr entry into the cycle. We quote a 
characterization of strongly deterministic indecomposable soliton graphs and a 
tion of the transition monoids of strong deterministic automata from 133. 
Theorem 3.11. Let G = ( IV, E, w) be an indecomposable soliton graph. T?len G is 
strongly determinktic if and only if G is a chestnut or ( N, E) is a tree. 
Theorem 3.12. lie transition monoid of a strongly deterministic soliton automaton is 
a direct product of primitive permutation groups which are generated ly involutorial 
elenten ts. 
In the sequel, let SC denote the class of all strongly deterministic soliton automata. 
The following subclass of 9 is of particular importance. For 11 E N, n b 1, let 
K = ( N,, Cl, w,, J with 
N,,={l,..., 2n+l}u(l’,..., n’>, 
E,={(i,i+l)[i=l,-. r2n}u((2i,i’)li=l ,..., n}, 
2 ifj=i+l and i is odd, 
w,,(i, j) = 
1 ifj= i+ 1 and i is even, 
1 if i=2k and j=k’, 
0 otherwise. 
The soliton tree KI is illustrated in Fig. 8. Let ~4,~ = &( KJ, and let %= 
{ .sI!,~ 1 n = 1,2, . . .}. For i = 1, . . , n let T,,, denote the tree obtained from TiI by input 
(1, i’). It is known that the transition monoid of &,, is the symmetric group Y,,. 
The following rather technical point requires special mention: very often we utilize 
the existence of an input of the form (i, i) to a soliton automaton to induce the 
identity permutation. If this is unacceptable from an application point of view, tke 
arguments would hdve to be modified slightly. r, in essence, al! proofs 
remain valid if this particular ki d oi’ mput is un 
1 2 3 4 5 2n-2 2n-1 2n 2n+l ---- -- I I . . . 
2’ 
Fig. 8. Soliton tree T,,. 
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omo cts 
It is an immediate consequence oft at every strongly deter 
*ohton automaton is a permutation automat class of permutation 
automata is closed under cw,--products, homomorp 
subautomata. Therefore, the class HSPJY 
This leads to the following observation 
. The class 
cx,-product. 
9 is not horns ically complete with respect to the 
Given this fact, it is 
actually be represented 
natural to ask the question which class of automata can 
homomorphica Iy by Lu,-products of strongly deterministic 
soliton automata. We prove in this section, that 9’ is homomorphically complete 
for the class of all commutative p mutation automata with respect o the a,-product. 
In fact, a slightly stronger state nt is shown to hold: already the class 3% 9 is 
homomorphically complete for the class of co mutative permutation automata with 
respect to the a9-product. 
For every n E N let %” = ( C,,, X, y,, ) denote he automaton defined by 
C,=(l,...,n), x = i-r, .vL 
{ 
i+l 
r& x) = i 
if i<n, 
if i = n, 
YrAh y) = i 
for i E C”. The following resul is an immediate consequence of [12, Theorem 21. 
2. The class ( ZP 1 p is a rime) is homomorphically complete for the class of 
all commutative permutation automata with respect o the a-,-product. 
We can now proceed to state the main result of this section. 
For every p E N, p 2 1, one has %,, E HSP,,,( 3). 
. For p = 1 there is nothing to prove. Consider the case of p = 2. For any n, 
the soliton tree T,, allows for the following transitions in particular: 
represents %$ isomorphica’nly. 
Products of soliton automata 172 
&,. We use the construction given in the 
%, E HW,J 3) with I = /2. Consider the a,,-product 
&=(A, 8) = (%, x %,)[X, y] 
with 
x = i-7 YL YlW = x, YAY) = y, . -- 
qh(i,x)= I x If l - 1, y if l<iSl, cp&V) “Y 
for i=l,2,... ,1. Then & is isomorphic with %,,. 
Finally, consider the case of arbitrary p, p > 2. Choose arbitrary inte 
with n zp and 2” > p, and take the input word 
v=(l, 1’)(1,2’). . .(l, p’)(l, 1’) 
of the strongly deterministic sohton automaton .P&. Clearly, 
S,,( Tn.;, v) = 
i 
T 
;*‘+I 
if i<p, 
h,( T,,,, (1, 1)) = T,,, 
61. I if i=p, 
for i=l,..., p. Now consider the a,,-product 
where 
1=2”, x = 1x9 YI, <p,(x) = x, <P,(Y) =y, 
( 
(1, i’) if i S iSp, 
CpJi, x) = (1,l’) if i =p+ 1, q,(i,yj=(l, 1). 
(1,lj ifp+l<id, 
It follows that the set 
defines a subautomaton of & which is isomorphic with Ce, where ! = lp. Finally, CeP 
is a homomorphic image of Ce,. 0 
As an immediate consequence of these resu!ts one shows that the class of stron 
deterministic soliton automata is homomorphically complete for the class 
rative permutation automata with respect to the Q- roduct. In fact, we 
a slightly stronger version of this statement. 
Ifhe class 59 is homomorphically complete -for the class of csmnut 
permutation automata with respect to dze a,-prod 
lit is an open proble 
the commutativity ass 
via Lemma 4.2. 
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p$lic representations 
The class of strongly deterministic soliton auto omomorphi- 
tally complete with respect to q-products. This is i ctintrast to the situation with 
n fact, only a special kind of u I -products is required. These assertions 
the present section. 
The following is a well-known classical result of automaton theory 113 
Every alltQ~nato~ c n be repiesenred $~omomorphically by an ao_Product 
of permutation automata and two-state reset automata. 
Let X and Y be alphabets, let n be an nteger, n > 0, and let 7: X” + Y” be a 
e the automaton 9, = ( 
Ri=I(p,q)l(p,qkX*x Y”, Isip ,lql~~~,ipl+lql=n+1~ 
and 
Mp,yq),x)= I (Pw?) if :< fl, CV(P)) iflpl=n, 
for ( p, yq) E R,, y E Y, and x E X. The folk Gng result is taken from [7] (see also [lo]). 
Lemma 5.2. For every n > 0 and 7 : X” + Y”, the automaton 9Zi can be represented 
homomorphically~ by an a(,-product of an n-state counter and two-state reset automata. 
a 5.3 (Gicseg [ 10 ). Let&I=(A,X,S,) and93=( X, 6,) be automata for 
which there exist a integer n, n > 0, and a mapping =r : X” + Y * satisfying the fohowing 
two conditions : 
(i) &(a, p) = S&z, T(P)) for all a E A and p E X”; 
(ii) {S&Ma, q), pi i c E A, (p, q) E JL) = A. 
Then there is an a,,-product of 32, by 93 whit represents & homomorphically. 
Note that the decompositions describe by Theorem 5.1 and Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 
can be obtained effectively. In view of these results, we can deal with reset automata 
and permutation automata, separately. 
Any reset automaton A$ = ((al, a,), 
homomorphically 
, SA ) can be represented 
by a single-factor a, -~~~~~~~~ of any strongly deterministic soliton 
automaton .$, E 59 with n 3 1. 
. e any 542,, e 3 with n 2 rm the &Y I-product 
177 
with cp defined as follo\ds for x E X: 
d T,, -4 = 
U,l’) if 6il(a,,x)=~,, 
KU if%ta,,x)=a,, 
In aE1 other cases, cp is efined in an arbitrary way. 
Now consider the mapping 
cY:{a,,a,)+4(T,,): I at’3 XI, a~- r,,.  
One easily verifies that (Y is an isomorphism of .9( into ti. Cl 
We can now prove the maLr x_+rr:t sf this section. 
Theorem 5.5. TIte class $9 is homomorphically complete with respect to the cy , -yrt?diuct. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.4, it is sufficient to prove that every 
permutation automaton is in HSP,,,( 92). 
By Theorem 4.3, every n-state counter is in HSPJ 92). Let .&’ = (A, X, SJ be airi 
arbitrary permutation automaton. We may assume that 
A -{L., , . - . , T,,,.J 
for some m E N. If ( T& . - - T,,,,,,) is a cycle of elements of A, then the word 
(1, ii) . . . (1, i:)( 1, ii) 
induces this cycle in J&,,. In fact, if this wor is applied to r ,,.,, then (1, ii) . . . (1, ii_,) 
acts as the identity mapping. The input symbol ( 1, i:) t en results in T,,,, ( 1, ii+ , ) 
yields cn,i,+, , and ( 1, ii+,) . . . (1, i:)( 1, ii) does not change this state. Moreover, the 
input (1,l) induces the identity permutation of A. Using the representation of 
permutations of A by disjcint cycles, every permutation of A can be induced by a 
word over the alphabet Y = Y’IJ (( 1,l)) where 
Y’= ((1, l’), . . . , (1, m’)}. 
Furthermore, every such word can be ass med to be of length n w 
if m = 2k, 
Ifm=Zk+l. 
Now define r : X” + Y” in 
in & and by T(P) in .d,, are 
in Lemma 5.3, T satisfies conditio 
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L$ can be represented homomorphically by an a,,-product of B7 by z&,,. 
5.2, this proves that s$ E HSP,,( %). EI 
6. roducts with i 32 
In 181, it is shown that the az-product is hg omorphically equivalent to the 
general product. Therefore, in studying homomorphic representations by ai-products 
of strongly deterministic soliton automata with i 2 2, ?ve need to consider general 
products only. We quote two results from [14]. 
Lemma 6.1. A class K af automata is homomorphically complete with respect o the 
general product if and only if K contains an auto aton d = (A, X, S) with 
S(a, x,) f S(a, x,) and S@(a, x,), p,) = S(S(a, x2), pz) = a 
for some aE A, x,,x+X, andp,, p+X”. 
Lemma 6.2. A class K of automata is isomorphically complete with respect to the 
general product if and only if K contains an automcrton .& = (A, X, S) with 
S(a, , x,) = S( a?, x3) = a2 Z S(a,, x2) = S(a, , x4) = a, 
forsomea,,a,EAandsomex,,xz,x,,x,EX. 
Now we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a class of strongly determinis- 
tic soliton automata to be homomorphically complete with respect to the general 
product. 
eorem 6.3. A class K of strongly deterministic soliton automata is homomorphical!y 
complete with respect o the general product (or the ai-product with i 2 2) tf and only 
if contains an automaton whose underlying soliton graph G satisjies one of the 
following three conditions : 
(i) the soliton decomposition of G consists of at least two components; 
(ii) the soliton decomposition of G consists of a single tree with at least two nodes; 
(iii) the soliton decomposition of G consists of a si gle chestnut with at beast wo 
exterior nodes 
roof. Suppose that no sobton graph G with ti ) ~1 K satisfies any of the condi- 
tions. Thus, if G is a soliton graph with d(G) E then the soliton decomposition 
of G has a single component which is a chestn with a single exterior node. The 
automaton s&(G) has two states and a single in t letter, ( 1,l) say, which induces 
the cyclic permutation on the state set. By Lemma 6.1, the class K is not homomorphi- 
tally complete. This proves that the conditions are necessary. 
er the converse. Consider d(G) E with d(G) = (S(G), X, 6). 
e that G satisfies (i). In this cas 
t n, and n-, are connected by a sohto 
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of the soliton decomposition of G which does not co tain n,, n,. Let a, = 
a?=S(G,( n,, n,)), x1 = (n,, n,) =t x1, and x3 = (n, , .+I_;) = x Clearly, a, f a2, and t 
condition of Lemma 6.2 is satisfied. Therefore K is isomorphically complete. 
G satisfies (ii), G has at least two distinct exterior nodes n, and nz which a 
connected by a soliton path. Let a, = G, a2 = a(G,(n,, M), x1 =(nl, ~4-x~~ an 
x3 = (n,, 6~ = x4. Again, by the ternma, K is isomorphically complete. 
Finally, if G satisfies (iii), G as at least two distinct exterior nodes n, and nS. 
ermore, there is a soliton p h joining n, with itself, but no soliton path joini 
n, with n2. Thus, with the roles of (n,, nt) and fn,, n,) exchanged, the a 
for case (ii) apply; that is, K is isomorphically complete. El 
ose that K is a class of strongly deterministic soliton automata which is 
orphically complete with respect to the general product. 
soliton graph G with SI?( G) E K which satisfies one of the co itions of Theorem 
6.3. The proof of this theorem shows that in such a case is isomorphically 
complete. This proves the following statement. 
A class of strongly deterministic soiiton automata is homomorphically 
complete with respect to the general product if and only if it is isomorphically complete 
with respect o the general product. 
7. Isomorphic representation by ai_prOdUCtS 
As far as homomorphic and isomorphic completeness of classes of strongly 
deterministic soliton automata is concerned, the only case which still has to be 
considered is that of isomorphic completeness with respect to the cY,-product. In 
this section we prove that there is no class of isomorphically complete strongly 
deterministic soliton automata with respect to any cu,-product. The following is a 
slight modification of a result of [ 151. 
mma 7.1. A class K of automata is isomorphically complete with respect to the 
ai-product with i 2 1 if and only if for every n E , n 2 1, there is an automaton 
d = (A, X, 8) E K which satisfies the following condition: there Gr*e n distinct states 
a,,..., a,, E A such that for every i and j with 1 s i, j s n there is a symbol x t X with 
?3(ai, X) = aj* 
There is no class of strongly 
complete with respect o bhe ai 
inistk soliton autfimata 
. Suppose that K is a class of stron 
1s isomorphically complete with respect o 
we may assume that i 2 1. Let d(G) = (S 
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which satisfies the condition of the lemma for n = 3. We may also assume that G 
iq reduced. As a chestnut has only two states, G is either a tree or consists cf at 
least ‘;wo components. 
Now let G, , Gz, G3 E S(G) be distinct states of &( 6) satisfying the conditioli of 
the lemma. Thus, there are exterior nodes n, , nl, m, , m2 such that 
WLh,nd)=G-, and S(G,,(nr,,m,))=G,. 
car .sequently, there are soliton paths joining n, with nz and m, with m2 in G,. 
If n, and m, are in different components of G then there is no input (i, j) with 
S( G2, (i, j)) = GJ. Therefore, G is a single tree. But then it is obvious that there is 
no direct transition from G, to GJ, a contradiction! 0 
8. Concluding remarks 
In [3,4] it was shown that strongly deterministic soliton automata give rise to a 
rather restricted class of transition semigroups only. This can be viewed as a first, 
though crude, description of the computational power of strongly deterministic 
soliton automata. In the preceding chapters, an analysis based on a more realistic 
notion of automaton simulation has determined the computational power of strongly 
deterministic soliton automata more accurately. 
As far as homomorphic representation is concerned, loop-free products are 
insufficient to simulate all automata; on the other hand, they suffice to simulate all 
commutative permutation automata. It is an open question, whether this result can 
be extended to include all permutation automata. On the other hand, already the 
availability of self-loops allows one to represent any automaton by a product of 
strongly deterministic soliton automata. 
This rather favourable situation is in direct contrast to that of isomorphic rep- 
resentation. For the general product, that is, the product allowing for arbitrary 
feed-backs, the notions of homomorphic and isomorphic completeness coincide. 
However, for products with bounded length of feed-back, there are no isomorphically 
complete classes of strongly deterministic soliton automata. 
The practical interpretation of these findings is ambiguous: one could say that 
the product representations are far too large to be feasible; one could also argue 
that given the miniature size of soliton automata, the product size does not matter 
at all. An even more detailed representation theory would be necessary to address 
the complexity questions. 
i%% added in proof 
As stated, Lemma 3.10 is not correct. Thi? does not affect the rest of the paper. 
A corrected formulation is contained in [5]. 
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